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compatible with this camera, it is that.Q: Creating a System Testing Database and Driving it with nifi I'm trying to find a way to use nifi to drive some java selenium tests as part of a build process. Is there a way to
use nifi to drive some of our existing test suites as part of a continuous integration/build? Ideally the idea would be to have a PostgreSQL database like this: CREATE TABLE test.user ( id SERIAL PRIMARY KEY,

username VARCHAR(64) NOT NULL ) CREATE TABLE test.test_case ( id SERIAL PRIMARY KEY, test_case_name VARCHAR(64) NOT NULL ) CREATE TABLE test.test_case_result ( id SERIAL PRIMARY KEY, test_case_id
INTEGER NOT NULL, user_id INTEGER NOT NULL, result BOOLEAN NOT NULL ) The idea is then to allow a users/test suites to run using a SQL statement like the following: "SELECT * FROM user,test_case_result

WHERE user.id = current_user AND test_case.id = $test_case_id AND test_case_result.user_id = current_user;" This seems like it would be a fairly straight forward thing to accomplish. However we're running on a
few MSSQL databases and it's going to be difficult to make a database management tool with that in mind. Any ideas on what tools could help with this? A: Try this (I didn't try it, just writing it down to give you an

idea)
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migrate a running Erlang application to a shared file
system using mnesia? How would this be different from

using the mnesia test suite for this purpose? Thanks. A: As I
understand mnesia does not use much cpu, while the

mnesia test suite can consume a lot. I do think that the
mnesia test suite is the only way to test a database

system, mainly because no one is writing a better test
suite. (I'm sure there are, but no one bothers) But for a
production system I would just migrate to a shared file

system with Erlang and Filemonitor. Example: I have a chat
server running with Erlang and I would like to migrate it to
a shared file system. I write this in in erl: daemon:start().
FileMon = erlang:open_file(filenames:join([code:lib_dir(),

filename()]), [append]). FileMon:monitor(file, []). %%
read(File) -> read(File, [], []). write(File, Data, Options) ->
case file:write_file(File, Data, Options) of ok -> ok; {error,

Reason} -> stop(Reason) end, FileMon:info([{Name,
self()}, {Process, erlang:self()}, {Time,

erlang:system_time(millisecond)}]) | read(File), Key =:= ok
=:= true -> FileMon:info(Time, [{Name, file:format("~p",

[Key])} | Options
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